L4S WGLC Status
WGLC

• Three main drafts were in working group last call 7/29 – 8/27.
  • draft-ietf-tsvwg-l4s-arch
  • draft-ietf-tsvwg-aqm-dualq-coupled
  • draft-ietf-tsvwg-ecn-l4s-id

• Note: draft-ietf-tsvwg-l4sops was not a part of the WGLC.

• Large number of diverse responses received.
  • Very strong overall support.
  • Several well-explained concerns.
Next Steps

• Editors have been making updates and response to comments.

• Chairs agreed there is a bit more work needed regarding several of the questions and concerns raised:
  • Working group discussion on possible planning to obsolete 3168.
  • Review of changes made to clarify status with regard to RFC 4774.
  • Confirm working group consensus on acceptable risks.

• There are additional concerns that may need more work, but are of lesser criticality (e.g. aspects specific to DualQ).